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clash definition 1 to fight or argue 2 if two opinions statements or qualities clash they are very
different learn more clash meaning 1 to fight or argue 2 if two opinions statements or qualities clash
they are very different learn more noun a loud harsh noise as of a collision the automobiles collided
with a terrible clash a collision especially a noisy one a conflict opposition especially of views or
interests a clash between nations synonyms dispute altercation disagreement antonyms cooperation
agreement the meaning of clash is to make a clash how to use clash in a sentence to make a clash
to come into conflict also to be incompatible to cause to clash as the stock market crash of 1929
plunged the world into turmoil two men emerged with competing claims on how to restore balance
to economies gone awry john maynard keynes the mercurial cambridge economist believed that
government had a duty to spend when others would not clash noun c sound a loud sound that is
made when metal objects hit each other the clash of pans in the sink definition of clash from the
cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press john maynard keynes the mercurial
cambridge economist believed that government had a duty to spend when others would not he met
his opposite in a little known austrian economics professor friedrich hayek who considered attempts
to intervene both pointless and potentially dangerous argue collide conflict cross swords disagree
dispute antonyms agree coincide harmonize see eye to eye similar words combat contend differ
discord quarrel spar definition 3 to be mismatched or conflicting as in color tone or time his striped
tie and his hawaiian shirt clash the earliest known use of the noun clash is in the early 1500s oed s
earliest evidence for clash is from before 1522 in a translation by gavin douglas poet and bishop of
dunkeld it is also recorded as a verb from the early 1500s clash is an imitative or expressive
formation see etymology clash journalism a short fight between two groups of people clashes broke
out between police and demonstrators brawl a noisy and violent fight involving a group of people
usually in a public place a drunken brawl in a bar but the most meaningful impact of the clash
between trump and biden will only begin to unfold after noon on inauguration day january 20 2025
presidential debates crystalize a quadrennial clash with somebody clash between a and b a short
fight between two groups of people clashes broke out between police and demonstrators eight
people were wounded in a clash with border guards several people were injured in violent clashes
with the police the noun clash implies a direct and sharp collision between opposing parties efforts
interests etc a clash of opinions struggle implies vigorous bodily effort or violent exertion a hand to
hand struggle definition of clash verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more clash from longman
dictionary of contemporary english clash1 klæʃ verb 1 intransitive if two armies groups etc clash they
start fighting used in news reports troops clashed near the border clash with police have clashed
with demonstrators again today 2 intransitive if two people or groups clash they argue because they
have synonyms for clash skirmish battle fight struggle tussle scuffle conflict brawl antonyms of clash
truce match fit conform to or with blend accord harmonize agree clash is imitative it sounds like its
original meaning make a loud sharp sound and may be related to the words clap and crash
definitions of clash verb crash together with violent impact two meteors clashed synonyms collide
see more verb disagree violently clash countable and uncountable plural clashes onomatopoeia a
loud sound like the crashing together of metal objects i heard a clash from the kitchen and rushed in
to find the cat had knocked over some pots and pans police are stepping up patrols outside a
synagogue that was an epicenter for protests that turned physical in west los angeles over the
weekend pro palestinian and pro israeli demonstrators a fight or argument there were violent
clashes between the police and demonstrators clash noun c difference a big difference between
ideas or qualities that causes problems a clash of personalities clash noun c sound a loud sound that
is made when metal objects hit each other the clash of pans in the sink
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clash english meaning cambridge dictionary May 25 2024 clash definition 1 to fight or argue 2
if two opinions statements or qualities clash they are very different learn more
clash definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 24 2024 clash meaning 1 to fight or
argue 2 if two opinions statements or qualities clash they are very different learn more
clash definition meaning dictionary com Mar 23 2024 noun a loud harsh noise as of a collision the
automobiles collided with a terrible clash a collision especially a noisy one a conflict opposition
especially of views or interests a clash between nations synonyms dispute altercation disagreement
antonyms cooperation agreement
clash definition meaning merriam webster Feb 22 2024 the meaning of clash is to make a clash
how to use clash in a sentence to make a clash to come into conflict also to be incompatible to cause
to clash
keynes hayek the clash that defined modern economics Jan 21 2024 as the stock market
crash of 1929 plunged the world into turmoil two men emerged with competing claims on how to
restore balance to economies gone awry john maynard keynes the mercurial cambridge economist
believed that government had a duty to spend when others would not
clash definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Dec 20 2023 clash noun c sound a loud sound
that is made when metal objects hit each other the clash of pans in the sink definition of clash from
the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press
keynes hayek the clash that defined modern economics Nov 19 2023 john maynard keynes the
mercurial cambridge economist believed that government had a duty to spend when others would
not he met his opposite in a little known austrian economics professor friedrich hayek who
considered attempts to intervene both pointless and potentially dangerous
clash dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Oct 18 2023 argue collide conflict cross swords
disagree dispute antonyms agree coincide harmonize see eye to eye similar words combat contend
differ discord quarrel spar definition 3 to be mismatched or conflicting as in color tone or time his
striped tie and his hawaiian shirt clash
clash n meanings etymology and more oxford english Sep 17 2023 the earliest known use of
the noun clash is in the early 1500s oed s earliest evidence for clash is from before 1522 in a
translation by gavin douglas poet and bishop of dunkeld it is also recorded as a verb from the early
1500s clash is an imitative or expressive formation see etymology
clash noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 16 2023 clash journalism a short fight
between two groups of people clashes broke out between police and demonstrators brawl a noisy
and violent fight involving a group of people usually in a public place a drunken brawl in a bar
the biden trump debate will lay bare a fateful national cnn Jul 15 2023 but the most
meaningful impact of the clash between trump and biden will only begin to unfold after noon on
inauguration day january 20 2025 presidential debates crystalize a quadrennial
clash noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 14 2023 clash with somebody clash
between a and b a short fight between two groups of people clashes broke out between police and
demonstrators eight people were wounded in a clash with border guards several people were injured
in violent clashes with the police
123 synonyms antonyms for clash thesaurus com May 13 2023 the noun clash implies a direct and
sharp collision between opposing parties efforts interests etc a clash of opinions struggle implies
vigorous bodily effort or violent exertion a hand to hand struggle
clash verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Apr 12 2023 definition of clash verb in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more
clash meaning of clash in longman dictionary of Mar 11 2023 clash from longman dictionary of
contemporary english clash1 klæʃ verb 1 intransitive if two armies groups etc clash they start
fighting used in news reports troops clashed near the border clash with police have clashed with
demonstrators again today 2 intransitive if two people or groups clash they argue because they have
clash synonyms 115 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 10 2023 synonyms for clash skirmish
battle fight struggle tussle scuffle conflict brawl antonyms of clash truce match fit conform to or with
blend accord harmonize agree
clash definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 09 2023 clash is imitative it sounds
like its original meaning make a loud sharp sound and may be related to the words clap and crash
definitions of clash verb crash together with violent impact two meteors clashed synonyms collide
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see more verb disagree violently
clash wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 08 2022 clash countable and uncountable plural clashes
onomatopoeia a loud sound like the crashing together of metal objects i heard a clash from the
kitchen and rushed in to find the cat had knocked over some pots and pans
police patrols increased after protesters clash outside los Nov 07 2022 police are stepping up
patrols outside a synagogue that was an epicenter for protests that turned physical in west los
angeles over the weekend pro palestinian and pro israeli demonstrators
clash meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 06 2022 a fight or argument there were
violent clashes between the police and demonstrators clash noun c difference a big difference
between ideas or qualities that causes problems a clash of personalities clash noun c sound a loud
sound that is made when metal objects hit each other the clash of pans in the sink
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